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This paper describes a new theory developed by the author and his
colleagues for analyzlng viscous flows over airfoils at high Reynolds
numbers. The theory includes a complete treatment of viscous interaction
effects induced by the curved wake behind the airfoil and accounts for
normal pressure gradients across the boundary layer in the trailing edge
region. A brief description of a computer code that _v_s developed to
solve the extended viscous interaction equations is given. Comparisons of
the theoretical results with wind tunnel data for two rear loaded alrfoils
at supercrltlcal conditions are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Two classes of theoretical methods are currently employed in the analysis
of viscous flows over airfoils; one based on a direct numerical solution
of the Reynolds-averaged equations of turbulent flow (e.g., refs. 1 and 2)
and the other on an approximate boundary layer type formulation. Because
of tile magnitude of the computational task direct solutions of the Reynolds
equations have been restricted to relatively crude grids. Because of the
long computing times and poor resolutlon, these methods are not yet suitable
for practical applications. Most existing methods of analyzing the problem
are based on the displacement surface concepts of conventional boundary layer
theory (e.g., see ref. 3). Unfortunately these approaches themselves are
not entirely satisfactory because they neglect certain strong interaction
effects that occur near trailing edges and shock impingement zones. In
addition, most of the boundary layer formulations employed in the past were
incomplete in that they ignored certain effects due to the wake. These
effects are formally the same order of magnitude (as a function of the
Reynolds number, R for R _ =) as the usual displacement effects on the
airfoil surface an_ shoul_ be included iv a completely consistent theory.
There are two wake effects, one due to its thickness and the other to its
curvature. The wake thickness effect leads to a semi-inflnlte equivalent
displacement body that enters into the determinaton of the outer inviscid
solution. Although there are no conceptual difficulties in doing this, the
wake thlckneEs terms have usually been dropped or drastically approximated
(e.g., ref. 3) in most previous studies in the interest of simplifying the
computations. The wake curvature effect arises from the turning of the low
momentum flow in the wake along the curved streamlines behind the airfoil.
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A consistent application of the method of matched asymptotic expansions
(for R + ==) leads to a matching condition requiring a discontinuity of the
e
pressure across the trailing streamline of the outer inviscid flow. This
leads to an effect similar to a jet flap with a negative Jet momentum
coefficient and hence, to a reduction of the lift coefficient. Although the
need to include the wake curvature terms has been recognized in the past
(refs. 4-6) it was only recently Cref. 7) that a completely consistent
computation including the wake has been carried out.
It is well known that the boundary layer approximations break down in
shock wave boundary-layer interaction zones (see ref. 8). The present author
and R. Chow has shown (ref. 9) that the boundary layer approximations also
fall in interaction regions near trailing edges. Analysis of the higher-
order terms indicates that normal pressure gradients are important across
the boundary layer and m_st be included in a correct lowest-order description
of the flow in these regions.
The present author and R. Chow have developed a complete theory for the
inner region near cusped trailing edges. We also developed a simple pro-
cedure for using the local trailing edge solution to correct the conventional
boundary layer formulation (ref. 7). The resulting theory correctly treats the
wake and the strong interaction region near trailing edges. Both effects
are potentially important because they directly influence the Kutta condition
and can therefore have a large global effect on the lift, drag, and moment of
the airfoil section.
In the present paper we briefly describe the new viscous theory including
a description of the numerical methods employed to solve the resulting
interaction equations. Typical theoretical results are compared with wind
tunnel data on rear loaded airfoils and some conclusions are drawn regarding
the practical importance of wake curvature effects.
In the present work we do not provide for a rational analysis of the
shock wave boundary interaction problem arising in supercritlcal cases.
< Instead a local numerical smoothing of the boundary layer and inviscid solu-
tions near shock impingement points is employed that enables the viscous
theory to function in these cases. Experience has indicated that the
smoothing only affects the local pressure distribution near the shock wave
and does not greatly influence the predicted section characteristics of the
airfoil. Although the new theory is strictly applicable only to cuspei
airfoils, a computer code was written that is applicable to more general
, airfoils with nonzero trailing edge angles. Results obtained to date
indicate that the theory provides useful results for these more general
airfoil sections.
BOUNDARY LAYER FORMULATION
In this section we review the matching conditions that couple the viscid
and invlscid flow solutions in the conventional boundary layer formulation.
The structure of the flow field at high Reynolds number is sketched in
figure i. There are several regions consisting of the outer inviscid flow,
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-]_ thin sh_r layers on the airfoil, and in the wake and strong interactioni _ regions near the trailing edge and shock impingement points. The conventionalboundary layer formulation leads to matching condition_ coupling the inviscid
flow to the thin shear layers outside the strong interaction regions. There _:
several equivalent statements of the matching conditions (see ref. I0) 1are
that follow dlrectly from the fact that the flow in the shear layers is
governed by the boundary layer equations. The matching conditions are
independent of the particular closure assumptions used to model the Reynolds
stresses, and the various forms are all equivalent in the limit R + =. In -_
the present study we have used the surface source formulation because it was
best suited for matching to the strong interaction solutions and because
it eliminates the need to modify the airfoil geometry in the solution
procedure.
In this formulation the invlscld flow equations are solved subject to
viscous boundary conditions on the airfoil and in wake given by:
1 dPeUe 6.
V - Pe d S on the(Nalrfoil.0) surface (i)
AV = 1 dPeVe6* on the wake streamline (2)
Pe d "S (N - 0)
AU - - U (6"+0)_ on the wake streamline (3)
.e (N - O)
where V is velocity component normal to the airfoil surface, AV and AU are the
Jumps in the normal and tangential components of velocity across the wake
streamline, Pe and Ue are the density and tangential velocity along the a_rfoil
and wake, 6* and 0 are the displacement and momentum thicknesses of the shear
layers, S and N are curvilinear coordinates along the normal to the streamline
defining the airfoil and wake centerline, and K is the curvature of the wake
streamline. The three matching conditions can be formally derived from a
standard asymptotic analysis in the limit R  ®.e
Since the Wake curvature condition is not as familiar as the other
conditions we summarize the steps in its derivation. The condition arises
from the pressure variation induced across the wake by the nonuniform velocity
profile in the wake. A typical velocity profile and pressure variation in the
wake are sketched in figure 2. In an inviscld flow the pressure gradient
_p/_N _uld be roughly constant across the wake and equal to
_P __pU 2
(_N)invisci_ e K (4)
In the viscous flow the pressure gradient is related to the actual velocity
and density profiles in the wake U(N,S), p(N,S) by the normal momentum
equation, as follows
_--P-ffi- p(N,S) U2 (N,S)< (S) (5)
_N
'0
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where it has been assumed that the streamlines in the wake are parallel, a
justiflable assumption OrLly in the part of the wake outside the trailing edge
region. Subtraction of equations (4) and (5) followed by Ir_tegratlon with
respect to N and the imposition of the condition that the pressure in the
viscous flow approach the llnearvariation implied by equation (4) as
N _ leads to the relation
AP _ P+- P- = - Cj(S)K(S) (6)
where
2
Cj = - oeUe (8.+o) <0 (7)
and P+, P- are the limiting values of the pressure in the outer inviscid flow
on the upper and lower sides of the wake streamline, as indicated in figure
2. Equation (6) is similar to the boundary condition that arises in Jet
flap analysis, except that there Cj is the Jet momentum coefficient which is
a positive constant that is given as part of the data.
For small discontinuities, the pressure and velocity discontinuities are
related by _P = - 0eU^AU. Combining this expression w_th Equation (6) leads
to the wake condition _iven in equation (3). In the present work we employ
an Irrotational approximation to the outer inviscid flow and the wake
i
i curvature condition is implemented by prescribing a Jump in velocity potential,
! r, across the wake streamline, where
r _ _+-_- (8)
Since _U - dr/dSwe arriw at the final condition used in the computation,
namely
d8dr = _ U (_*+0) -- (9)dS e dS
where 8 is the angle the wake streamline makes with the chord of the airfoil.
! At a given stage of the numerical solution, the right side of equation (9)
is known and r can be evaluated by simple quadrature.
TRAILING EDGE CORRECTIONS
The source velocity, V, streamline curvature, K, and the velocity jump,
AU, appearing in the matching conditions all develop square root singularities
and become unbounded at the trailing edges of lifting airfoils (see ref. 7).
As a result, the Kutta condition cannot be satisfied, the lift cannot be
; determined and the conventional boundary layer theory cannot strictly be used
to determine the viscous flow over lifting airfoils. Existing methods
employing boundary layer theory apparently circumvent these shortcomings by
_- numerically smoothing the invlscid and boundary layer solutions near trailing
edges and by iterating the coupled invlscid and boundary layer equations to
obtain a self-consistent solution. The iteration se_ms to eliminate the
singularities but is not consistent with an order of magnitude analysis
r of the normal momentum equation.
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A completely consistent treatment of the flow near trailing edges was ,
carried out by the author and his associates for airfoils with cusped tra.iling !
edges (see ref. 7). In that analysis we showed that normal pressure i '_
gradients across the boundary layer and wake are important and must be in-
cluded in the lowest-order description of the local solution. We also showedi that the flow near the trailing edge could be treated as an invlscid
I
rotational flow, and we obtained complete analytic solutions of the relevant
! equations governing the leading terms of the local solution. Readers _,_
interested in this aspect of the problem should consult ref. 7 for further
_. detail s.
In this section we indicate how the local trailing edge solution can
be used t'ocorrect conventional boundary layer theory to obtain composite
solutions that are uniformly valid near trailing edges. In our approach we
represent the solution by standard cumposite expressions that are valid
in the inviscid, boundary layer, wake and trailing edge regions. For
example, the representations for the pressure coefficient Cp and normal velocity
v are written in the form
from the inviscid solution AC
_p, oute_ _ •Cp = 'N;Re)_+ [_P,inner (S,N;R) - Cp,com(S,N;R e)] (i0)
from the inviscid solution
v ffi_ + [Vinner(S,N;Re) - Vcom(S,N;Re)] (Ii)
where v is velocity component along a curvilinear coordinate that is normal to
the airfoil at the surface. The first terms on the right side of equations
(i0) and (ll) are solutions of the outer invi_'cid flow equations that satisfy
s set of corrected matching conditions. The second terms in equations (i0)
and (ii) are from solutions to the inner shear layer equations valid near
the airfoil and wake, including the strong interaction zone near the
trailing edge. The last term with subscript "corn" is the con_non part of
the outer and inner solution and is determined as part of the inner solution.
We should stress that the individual terms in the representation are not
expanded in formal sum type asymptotic serles in terms of the Reynolds number
as in the usual method of matched asymptotic expansions. Instead, the inner
and outer terms are determined from iterative solution of the coupled inviscid
and shear layer equations.
If the standard boundary layer matching conditions were employed with the
above representations, the above procedure would be equivalent to the con-
ventional boundary layer type solution and would also break down near trailing
edges. The key to our approach is to develop modified or "composite" matching
conditions such that the above representation reduces to the usual boundary
layer and inviscid solutions outside the trailing edge region and to the
appropriate stron_ interaction solution near the trailing edge. The fact
that this representation can be made to work is due to the close relationship
between the downwash generated by the vortlcity in the shear layers and the
surface source velocities generated by the displacement thickness.
I
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The appropriate correction to the matching conditions are generated as
follows: First, the source velocities, V, on the upper and lower sides of
the airfoil are linearly combined into symmetric and antisy_netrlc components
defined by
1 (v+ + v-) (12)VA=½ (v v-) vs=
where V+ and V- are computed from equation (i) evaluated on the upper and
lower sides of the airfoil, respectively. Then VA and VS are multiplied
by corrections GA and GS ":
VA corrected = VA GA ; VS corrected --VS GS (13)
where GA and G_ are the ratios of the inne'rsolution to its common part for
the antTsymmet_ic and symmetric components of the downwash velocity as
determined from the inner solution. Next, equations (13) are recomblned to form
corrected expressions for the source velocities on the alrfoJl and wake as
follows :
On the Ai_.oil:
V+corrected = VA, corrected + VS, corrected (14a)
V corrected = VA, corrected - VS, corrected (14b)'
In the Wake:
V corrected ='2 VS, corrected (14c)
A similar procedure is followed to correct the wake curvature term,
leading to the expression
d6
d£ _ - [Ue(0*+8) _ ] GW (14d)S
where G_ is the ratio of the inner solution to its common part for the pressure
jump across the wake streamline as determined from the trailing edge solution..
Closed form expressions for the correction factors G , G , and G a_ determined
from the local trailing edge solution sre given in r_fer_nce 7. WAll three
functions approach one and the matching conditions reduce to conventional
boundary layer forms outside the trailing edge interaction zone. Inside the
interaction zone equations (14) reduce to forms that will recover the local
trailing edge solution when combined with solutions of the outer inv_scld
equations.
The correction functions completely eliminate the singularities arising
in the conventional matching conditions and lead to solutlons that are uniformly
valid in the trailing edge region. We also note that the matching conditions
lead to discontinuities in the pressure across the wake in the outcr invlscld
260 $
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solution given by the first term in equation (i0). A typical solution of the
outer inviscid equations which shows the Jump in pressure at the trailing
edge is given in figure 3. Compensatlng discontinuities also arise in the
second and third tems of equation (i0), which exactly cancel the Jump in the
first term leading to a composite solution that is continuous across the wake,
as it should be. Similar considerations also apply to the solutiott for the
normal component of velocity. The aizfoil is not a streamline of the outer <
invlscld flow since v is not equal to zero on the airfoil surface_ butou er
is in fact, equal to a function determined by the corrected viscous matching _
co_.ditions. However, the sum of the various terms on the right side of
equations (ii) all cancel at the airfoil surface with the result that v _s
equal to zero at the surface and the airfoil is a stream surface in the
composite solution.
SOLUTION PROCEDURE
With the modified matching conditions _ cussed above the determinaton of
the viscous flow over alrfoils is reduced to the familar problem of solvlng
the coupled inviscld and boundary layer equations. Solution to the inviscid
equations are obtained with the relaxation techniques of BGKJ (ref. 3) for
the full potential flow equation. We employed the partlcular version de_eloped
by Jameson (ref. ii) to provide a fully conservative, "rotated" scheme. An
option is also provided to allow for a standard nonconservatlve formulation.
The calculations are carried out in a computational plane obtained by con-
formally mapping the alrfoil to a circle. The solutlo_ employs a sequence
of meshes and uses Jameson's accelerated iterative method (ref. ii) to speed
convergence.
The integral parameters appearing in the matching conditions are determined
from solution of the boundary la)er equations. The equations were solved
with simple integral methods consisting of a compressible version of Thwalte's
method for the laminar boundary layer nemr the leading edge and Green's lag-
entrainment method (ref. 12) for the turbulent flow downstream of transition.
The transition poiL,t locations can either be assigned or predicted by one
of three standard semlempirical methods programmed into the code. Jump
conditions are imposed across the transition point to define initial data
for the turbulent calculation downstream of transition. Green's lag-entrain-
ment equations are a set ordinary differential equations, which are solved by a
standard Runge-Kutta method. The lag-entzalnment equations include "history
effects" through an approximate treatment of the turbulent energy equation.
The wake is modeled in Green's method as independent symmetric half-wakes
and seems to provide a reasonable engineering description of the integral
parameters in the wake. The method is known to be about as accurate as
Bradshaw's "TKE" finite difference method for airfoil type flows. We modified
the original method to permit a reasonable treatment of flows with slender
separatlon bubbles. As a result, the presert computer cote will function when
separation occurs, but the accuracy of the method in this case is uncertain.
Solutions to Green's equations are dlscont_nuous across shock _aves. In
order to obtain reasonable inputs for the subsequent inviscld solution the
pressure distribution input to the boundary layer equations is smoothed over
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a limited region near shock waves. Experience with the code indicates that
the overall solution is insensitf.ve to the degree of local smoothing applied in
this way. Although the theory is strictly rational only for airfoils with
cusped trailing edges the program can be applied to airfoils with finite '_
trailing angles. Good resr,lts have been obtained for airfoils with included
angles as large as 10°.
The iteration between the inviscid and viscid solutions is controlled by
monitoring the maximum residual, which is a parameter that measures the _:
degree of convergence of the Inviscid solutiun. The boundary layer equations
are solved and the matching conditions are updated whenever the maximum
residual is redaced by a specified factor, typically equal to five.
All calculations were carried out on an IHM 370/168 computer. Typical
runs for a full viscous solution required about five lainutes to reduce the
maximum residual to 10-5 on a 32 x 128 point grid.
RESISTS
In this section we report on results obtained with the new program.
Comparisons of the theoretical results with wind tunnel data are presented
for two airfoils, one a moderately rear loaded supercritical airfoil, the
KORN I, which was tested at theNational Aeronautical Establishment in
Ottawa, and the other a newly designed NASA supercriti:al airfoil with large
rear loading that was tested in the NASA Langley 8-foo: transonic tunnel.
Theoretical results are also presented which show the effect of neglecting
the wake curvature term and of using a nonconservative formulation in the
inviscid solution.
The te3t of the KORN I airfoil at Ottawa was carried out at a Reynolds
number of 21.7 x 106 with the tunnel walls set at 20.5 percent porosity.
Under these conditio:_s blockage effects were small, but downwash effects
due to the walls were large. Thereforc, angle of attack corrections developed
for the facility were applied to the data. (See reference 7 for further
details.) The airfoil was aerodynamically smooth and was tested with natural
transition. The calculations were carried out with transition fixed at 10%
chord. This is a reasonable estimate considering the high Reynolds number
of the test. The theoretical solutions were found to be relatively insen-
sitive to the assumed po,ition of the transition point.
The theoretical surface pressures are compared with exper:_mental data in
figure 4 for a free stream Mach number, M = 0.699 and an angle of attack
a = 1.69" (corrected). The fully conservative solution and th,_experimental
data are seen to be in good agreement. The agreement of the nonconservative
solution with the data is much poorer. Since the dr_g coefficient of the
nonconservative solution given;in the figure does not include the mass flow
correction that Garabedian (ref. 13) has shown to be necessary, the favorable
agreement of the uncorrected drag result with data is fortuitous.
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Comparisons of theory and experiment for the lift curve at M = 0.699 are
given in figure 5. The results show that the viscous and wall interference
effects are about the same magnitude. The results of the theory show very
gcod agreement with corrected wlnd tunnel data. The choice of conservative or
nonconservative differencing seems to have only a small effect on the
solution for the llft coefficient. The present code was also used to obtain
a conventional boundary layer solutioh by dropping the terms arising from
the wake and the trailing edge correction terms. The computed result is %
labeled SCBL theory (self-conslstent boundary layer theory) in the figure.
This result indicates that conventional boundary layer predYcts only about
half the viscous loss of lift. This is more clearly brought out in the results
plotted in figure 6.
In figure 6 we present results that illustrate the separate effects of
wake curvature and trailing edge interaction on the lift coefficient. Four
solutions, all obtained with the present code, are presented for the variation
of lift coefficient wlthMach number at a fixed incidence, a = 1.69 °,
including the inviscid solution, the full viscous solution, the same solution
with the wake curvature terms omitted, and the conventional self-conslstent
boundary layer solution (SCBL) mentioned above. The results in figure 6
clearly show that the conventional boundary layer approach underpredlcts the
boundary lay,Jreffect by about 50 percent. The difference between the self-
consistent boundary layer solution and the viscous solution without wake
curvature represents the effect of normal pressure gradients in the trailing
edge region. The results in figure 6 indicate that this effect and the wake
curvature effect combine to make up the other 50 percent of the llft reduction
induced by the boundary layer. Thus the simple displacement surface type
boundary layer formulation slgnlflcantly underpredicts the boundary layer
effect.
The drag polar for M ffi0.699 is given in figure 7. Theoretical results
for the full viscous theory using both the conservative and nonconservative
formulation are compared with experimental data. A similar comparison
presented in reference 7 was in error due to a mistake in the nonconser-
native solution. The conservative and nonconservatlve solutions are seen
to differ significantly at the higher ilft coefficients where shock waves
are present in the solutions. Garabedlan (ref. 13) has shown that the error
in the nonconservative formulation is due to a spurious sink drag at the shock
wave. The conservative solution ]cads to a reasonable prediction of the
overall shape of the drag polar, but underestimates the drag level_ by a|_ut
15 percent. There is some evldente (ref. 14) that experimental uncertainty in
the drag measurements mlgnt be responsible for the poor agreement shown in
this case.
Much better agr_ament is obtained with drag measurements from the 8-
foot traDsonlc wind tunnel at the NASA Langley Research Center. In figure
8 we present the results for the drag polar of the second airfoil considered
in this paper. The airfoil is a 10 percent thick, heavily rear-loaded super-
critical airfoil recently designed and tested at NASA Langley. Theoretical
solutions with and without wake curvature are given in the figure together
with a solution ogtained with the nonconservative formulation. A blockage
!
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correction of AN = -0.01 was employed in the theoretical computations.
Although, accurate wall corrections are not available for this facility
recent studies, carried out at NASA Langley Research Center, have indicated that
corrections of this magnitude are appropriate. Transition was fixed in the
_: tests by placing transition strips at 28 percent chord and was fixed at the same
location in the computations. The tests were carried out at a Reynolds number
of Pe = 7.7 x 106 . The results in figure 8 show that the n_ viscous theory
with wake curvature not only predicts the shape of the drag polar but also the
absolute levels of drag over a wide range of lift coefficients. The results
also show that the neglect of wake curvature leads to a noticeable underpredic-
tion of the drag and that the nonconservatlve formulation leads to a signifi-
cant overestimate of the drag.
In figure 9 we compare the theoretical and experimental pressure
distributions for a point about half way up the drag rise on the polar. The
results show good agreement for both the pressure distribution and shock
position. The slight underpredictlons of the pressure over the rear upper
surface wexe found to be due to numerical problems with code that have since
been eliminated.
The solution for the llft curve is given in figure i0. The solutions
clearly show the large effect of wake curvature on the predicted lift
coefficient. The type of differencing is seen to have only a slight influence
on the predicted llft coefficient. Uncorrected data from the test are alsc
plotted in the figure for reference. Th_ results are suggestive of relatively
large wall induced downwash on the alrfoil. However since accurate angle
of attack corrections were not available comparisons with corrected data
could not be provided.
CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions to be drawn from the results obtained to date with
the new viscous theory are:
o Wake curvature and trailing edge interaction effects are required
in a completely consistent theory of viscous flow over airfoils.
Together they account for about a half of the reduction of llft
caused by the boundary layer, They are most important for rear
loaded airfoils
o The new theory :_eads to accurate predictions of llft and drag
provided a fully conservative differencing scheme is used to
solve the equations. Both the shape of the drag polar and the
absolute levela of the drag are well predicted by the theory.
The above are only tentative conclusions. The uncertainties in the drag
measurements of the Ottawa facility and the unknown level of the angle of
attack and blockage corrections required in the Langley tunnel prevent us
5":om drawing more definite conclusions regarding the adequacy of the new theory.
A more clear-cut validation of the theory would require improved wind tunnel
tests with either small wall effects or accurate and documented corrections,
!
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|. STRONG INTERACTION REGIONS
/, - . ,/
dPeUe6* &U = -Ue(6" + 0lie
v= PodS! Figure i.- Flow structure and viscous matching conditions.
!
\ VISCOUS
p_ p+
_-U _ - --P
INVISCID
_P = 2
_._ -PeUe K \ \
\
Figure 2.- Wake-curvature condition.
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CL=.6e8 CD=.0082 CM =-.0989
Figure 3.- Outer inviscid solution for the pressure distribution where
CL denotes lift coefficient, CD denotes drag coefficient, and
CN denotes pitching-moment coefficient.
M=.m9 _=1.69 ° RE = 21.5 X106
CL = .668 CD • .0082 CM ffi-.0989
[ .... VISCOUSNONCON CL " .864 CO - .0109 CM = -.1023| oEXPEHIMENT
CL =.669 CD =".0107 CM = -.1056
Figure 4.- Pressure distribution on a gORN l airfoil where RE denotes
the Reynolds number.
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Figure 5.- Variation of llft coefficient with incidence for the KORN I
airfoil.
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Figure 6.- Effect of wake curvature and strong interaction on llft.
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